
New 2016 Nissan Maxima Power, Performance 
and Styling Parts Are Taking Off!

With deep roots in the Nissan community, it’s only natural that STILLEN has introduced a new 
line of power, performance and styl ing products for the 2016 Nissan Maxima. Our 
design goal was straightforward: offer enhanced performance and add a hint of aggression to the 
jet-inspired styling, controls and luxurious appointments of the newly updated Maxima.

STILLEN power, performance and body styling products catapult the 2016 Nissan Maxima into 
the Jet Set.

The Strong, Silent Type
Reviewers from Car and Driver praised the newly redesigned interior. It’s the rare review that 
doesn’t wax poetic about the enveloping, technology-rich driver compartment, said to be inspired 
by a fighter jet cockpit.



Yet the latest Maxima offers reduced cabin noise on par with leading luxury brands. Isn’t
this a bit like Top Gun minus the control tower flybys?

Nissan designers visited the Blue Angels for inspiration and ideas they incorporated into the 
redesigned 2016 Maxima. Not a bad day in the office!
Still a classic movie and all, but for Maxima pilots looking to enhance the engine note both inside 
and out, STILLEN Stainless Steel Axle Back Exhaust System for 2016 Nissan Mazima A367 offers 
to open up the afterburners a notch while offering a bump in horsepower and torque numbers.  
Like a navy jet catapulting off a carrier deck, your 0-60 launch will sound a lot sweeter.



The STILLEN axle-back performance exhaust turns the 2016 Maxima afterburners up a notch.

Living on the Edge
The heavily restyled Maxima incorporates lots of angles and v-shapes (more fighter jet 
influence?). You could literally and figuratively describe the ’16 Maxima design as “edgy”. So our 
designers finished the axle-back exhaust system with 4-inch angle cut, dual wall, tapered 
exhaust tips. They fill the factory exhaust cutouts nicely, delivering an aggressive look that 
matches the enhanced exhaust note.

Getting Shredded
Everybody knows you stand clear of jet intakes…unless you want to get shredded the bad way…
aka like Parmesan cheese instead of like Ahhhhhhnold.  Turbine engines and car engines both 
rely on free flowing air to make power.



Highway to the Danger Zone!
So the perfect pairing with the axle-back exhaust is a STILLEN Hi Flow Cold Air Intake w/Dry 
Filter + Polyurethane Air Duct for 2009-2015 Nissan Maxima A367.
It offers performance gains in the 8-10 horsepower range across the entire powerband. Like the 
exhaust system, the ram air intake amplifies the engine note just enough to add a sporty edge to 
the lux interior environment.



The cold air intake adds firepower to the 2016 Maxima Air Force.
The intake retains the factory intake tract which leads into the STILLEN polyurethane air chamber, 
ensuring the coldest possible air reaches the engine. A sleek, polished aluminum intake tube adds 
to the look and durability of the unit. It wouldn’t look out of place on an FA-18 Hornet jet 
fighter. A genuine K & N high flow air filter ensures the Nissan VQ35 3.5-liter V-6 engine 
breathes cleanly and freely.

Amping Up the Style
For Maxima owners looking to personalize their ride with some subtly aggressive exterior cues, 
STILLEN designers hand-crafted some great body styling pieces.



STILLEN designers took their cues from the Maxima’s ‘Flying V’ taillights to create an edgy, 
muscular rear diffuser.
The STILLEN Matte Black Rear Valance Diffuser for 2016 Nissan Maxima A367 a d d s  some 
low-down aggressive styling to the rear end of the Maxima. Our designers realized the stock 
Maxima backside looked rounded and soft compared to the angular front end. They resolved this 
split personality disorder with a muscular diffuser that is much more cohesive with overall vehicle 
styling cues. Once installed, the STILLEN diffuser “wakes” up the angular taillight design and 
covers up the stock exhaust cans for a more finished look. Engineered and constructed for precise 
fit, the rear diffuser is available either unfinished and ready for paint or painted matte black.



The STILLEN Roof Wing Spoiler for 2016 Nissan Maxima A367 streamlines the Maxima 
swept roof line. Supersonic, baby!
For owners looking to enhance the Maxima roof line and improve aerodynamics, STILLEN offers 
a high quality polyurethane roof wing spoiler. Engineered and constructed for precise fit, the roof 
wing is available either unfinished and ready for paint or painted matte black.



The STILLEN Front Bumper Splitter for 2016 Nissan Maxima A367 will make you shout 
‘Great Balls of Fire!”
Nissan’s designers hit their target with the Maxima front end design.  A light touch was all that was 
needed to add a little jet fuel to the fire – we created a suitably aggressive front lip/splitter that 
complements the natural lines of the front bumper while adding a subtle edge.

All of the STILLEN brand 2016 Nissan Maxima body styling products are constructed of durable 
polyurethane using a proprietary formulation. We’re so confident in their durability that we offer a 
limited lifetime warranty. They’re easy to install, offer precision fit and finish and include genuine 
3M auto trim tape and installation instructions.

So if your stock 2016 Maxima doesn’t quite “Take Your Breath Away”, STILLEN has your six…
teen covered.
The 2016 Maxima performance and styling products are proudly Made in the USA by 
expert craftsmen at the STILLEN hangars in Costa Mesa, California.
STILLEN combines best in class automotive parts and accessories with expert service to deliver 
personalized lifestyle solutions for automotive enthusiasts seeking power, performance and style.

Feel the difference with Stillen. Shop the largest selection of car spoilers in our online store.

https://www.carid.com/spoilers.html
https://www.carid.com/stillen/

